Term 2

Medium Term Planning – English and Maths

Year: 2

Class: Penguin

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Free writing, Poetry, poetic devices
Stories from familiar settings: Dogger Shirley Hughes, Alfie’s Christmas Shirley Hughes
What did you do
Write a retelling of
Reading and retelling
To use punctuation
during your half
the story in third
of the story. Hot
correctly, including
term holiday?
person with an
seating and drama,
capital letters, full
Poetry fireworks
alternative ending.
Writing dialogue of
stops, question or
Orally retell the
SPAG focus
some speech/thought
exclamation marks.
story, Drama - Hot Writing sentences
bubbles for the
To use expanded
seating, Freeze
that make sense, past
characters in each
noun phrases
frame sequencing
tense, conjunctions,
illustration.
the story
Capital letters and full
stops.

Week 1
Addition and
subtraction
Add two 2-digit
numbers crossing
ten – add ones
and tens
Subtract a 2digit number from
a 2-digit number –
not crossing ten,r
– crossing ten –
subtract ones and
tens

Teacher: Mrs Attubato

Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Non-fiction: Explanation text Dictionary skills
The Snowman Raymond Briggs
Compare fiction and How to use a
Hot seating and
non-fiction text.
dictionary
drama,
List features of an Spelling
Christmas
explanation text.
activities
story writing,
To write a general
related to the
Description of
opening statement. year 2 common
Snowman and
To write an
exception words boy
explanation text
Spelling test
related to the
Reading and
science topic of
retelling of the
habitats and the
story.
weather

Week 2
Week 3
Multiplication and division

Week 4
Measurements: Money

Week 5

Week 6

Count money –
pence and
pounds (notes
and coins)
select money
Make the same
amount,

To recognise equal
groups, make equal
groups and add equal
groups
Multiplication
sentences using the x
symbol
Multiplication
sentences from
pictures

To compare
money,
Find the total
Find the
difference
Find change
To solve two-step
problems involving
money

To make equal groups
by sharing and
grouping,
To divide by 2
Investigate odd and
even integers
Divide by 5
Divide by 10
Time stable test
Assessment at the
end of term

To use arrays for
the 2x, 5x, 10x
and 3x
To solve two step
word problems
involving
multiplication

2019/2020

Week 7
Measurement:
length
To measure length
in centimetres and
metres,
to compare lengths,
to order lengths,
to solve four
operations with
lengths

